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Abstract: Recent studies by the author have confirmed that the mysterious lines, patterns
including animals and geometric shapes, found in the Nazca and Palpa Peru desert plains
constitute a large scale Interferometer Fractal Antenna Complex whose sole intended purpose
can only be surmised to be communication with intelligent life in other star systems or at least
outside of our planet to distant locations. The Antenna Complex consists of hundreds of
patterns created in the sandy limestone desert of the Nazca (some prefer Nasca) elevated
plateau by removing small pebble sized iron rich reddish brown stones from paths revealing the

sandy limestone sand beneath which then hardened with the ability to withstand thousands of
years of wind and weather in what is now known to be one of the driest places on earth.
Literally millions of people have visited these sites over the past 100 years since their discovery
by an explorer, and thousands if not tens of thousands of scholars from all branches of study
have examined them with a limited number of proposed explanations, none of which explain
the lines or the reason for their construction. However this is the first time the true nature of
the complex has been set forth. There is a misunderstanding presented in some writings that
the complex patterns can be viewed from adjacent mountains, but the reality is that the entire
complex of over 500 square kilometers cannot be viewed from the adjacent mountains. Even if
that would be the case there are serious questions regarding why an ancient indigenous people
created these line patterns with the intention of signaling alien star systems, now that the true
meaning of the figures is known. As with many solutions, this creates more unanswered
questions, but the number of possibilities is small. The first possibility is that we now have to
recognize there could have been an ancient indigenous race that understood advanced
electromagnetic antenna design along with transmission and reception and who knew where to
signal to communicate with other star systems. The reality is that all the “evidence” suggesting
an indigenous source as creators of the lines is empirical at best. Simply stated there is no
direct proof. The case remains open. We simply have no idea who created these figures and
line systems. Another possibility is that these were not created at all by indigenous people but
were left by a space faring race so that when the human race finally gained the ability to fly,
understand antenna design and telecommunications and the many other technologies
necessary to make these patterns into working communications systems, that we would then
be able to signal to the intended star systems to signal our entry into the space faring races of
the galaxy and universe. The question remains … were these systems used in the past (and if so
what happened to all the supporting hardware) or were they created for us to “fill in the
blanks” to complete them and signal other star systems? There are notable conclusions
regarding these questions presented in the text. This first release presents the scientific basis
and initial analysis for the Nazca Palpa Interferometer Fractal Antenna Complex and defines the
future studies that are needed to identify the star systems and myriad of complex antenna
types that were intended by their creators.
INTRODUCTION
During a recent trip to Peru for other business reasons I visited the ancient ruins of the Incas
and pre-Inca cultures including the famous line figures of the Nasca Plains. These stand in a
stark dry desert area on an elevated sloped plateau a few hundred kilometers inland from the
Pacific Ocean and at the base of the foothills of the Andes Mountain Range. My first visit was
as the sun was setting and I had a chance to examine the geology of the region which consists
of iron rich reddish brown stones scattered everywhere on a base of super fine crème colored

sand said to be of limestone. Clearly this is a premiere area to observe the night sky and
certainly would be highly visible most of the year from outer space. At this time I was simply a
tourist observing one of the wonders of the ancient world. The reality is that from the ground
there is little to be seen except a few lines running off into the distance perfectly straight. The
land is not perfectly flat but undulates slightly and noticeably is sloped away from the foothills
of the Andes Mountains which stand to the east and dominate the horizon. Occasional
outcropping “mounts” occur in the plains and as it turns out are essential components of the
figure and line structures.

The lines and figures were made by simply removing the iron rich reddish brown stones (photo
below) from highly articulated paths and piling them neatly outside (note: not simply thrown
out but meticulously placed along the “trough” edges) in the designated areas sometimes only
a few feet across and sometimes more. Note traces of the super fine sand in the samples.

It was clear also that earlier patterns had been partially destroyed and altered by later patterns
some which may have been thousands of years after the original designs. Although there are
“accepted theories” regarding who made the patterns, the reality is that we really do not have
definitive evidence of who started this development. The written signage in the area is clear
that one should not walk on the area away from the designated tourist spots as individual
footprints would make their mark and remain forever destroying the region. One of the
enigmas is that there are no ancient tracks outside of the lines so who ever made these also
was conscious of the fact that they had to stay within the paths and not wander outside, oddly
enough a bit akin to the patterns cut into grain fields called “crop circles” although certainly
different.
When I returned a number of days later for a full day of exploring the Nazca Lines I began to
notice the solution as I was able to get to the tops of certain areas where there was a
convergence of the lines. I also now had taken the time to study in earnest the shapes and
figures in depth prior to this visit. My background in Physics, telecommunications, antenna
design, interferometers used in astrophysics, fractal antenna design and construction,
atmospheric and ionosphere electricity as an energy source, along with its characteristic
frequencies not to mention other aspects of my background such as years studying ancient
archaeological sites, Archaeo-astronomy and surveying all came into play as I was clearly staring
at a large series of simple to complex antennas many of which were connected to locations that
would have been perfect as atmospheric energy sources to power the antenna complex. Once
you realize this it is hard to imagine all the people who had visited and studied these without
noticing what is now the obvious. But then again that is how many discoveries are made. As
with many topics it takes a person who is trained in many aspects of many diverse fields and
who is not burdened by the views or compartmentalization of those who have come before.
In addition to these essential elements of my background, I had to recognize some of the
intricacies of the Nazca Line Designs. For example, although it has been observed that the lines
are non-ending continuous paths, no one understood why this would be needed as an essential
part of an “antenna design”. Some theorized that the indigenous people followed the
continuous paths in a religious prayer ceremony possibly related to praying for water, but there
was absolutely no evidence to support such speculation since we know absolutely nothing
about the people (if they in fact were people) who created these line systems. To a person well
versed in the design of fractal antennas, this is a natural byproduct of the design. Not only do
many of the figures like the “Monkey” and “Condor” as well as others contain definite fractal
antenna designs, they then connect to adjacent purely “geometric” fractal antenna arrays
which are part of the same path. Many of the figures are part animal and part fractal antenna.

There are dozens if not hundreds of simple Dipole antennas in the complex (some as long as 8
kilometers or more) and there are many of the figures and simple antennas which interconnect
to concentrator “hubs” to operate as a complicated interferometer expanding the antenna
complex capabilities to rival if not exceed anything man has built to date including the VLA
(Very Large Array Radio Telescope Interferometer in Socorro New Mexico) and the Arecibo,
Puerto Rico Large fixed antenna with movable head end radio receiver and transmitter. It will
possibly be years until we understand the full extent of the complexity of the Nazca Palpa Radio
Antenna Complex. This includes the possibility that there are designated head end locations in
the mount structures. A head end is the pre-amplifier receiver transmitter electronics that set
at the focal point on a parabolic radio antenna commonly used in for example the household TV
antenna or in larger commercial or military antennas. One potential example for a head end
location is at the top of the hand of the “Owl Man” sometimes referred to also as the
“Astronaut” which is of itself not a fractal antenna but an odd inclusion on the side of a mount
situated in the middle of the fractal antennas. It may be possible that his extended right hand
upwards is showing us where to put a head end transmitter/receiver that would use the
antenna complex as a fixed antenna with a pointing direction to a particular star system at a
particular time of the sidereal day. For those not adept at astronomical terms the earth spins
daily on its axis and although the solar day changes each day throughout the year, the sidereal
or Star day remains the same except for the approximate 26,000 year precession which slowly
changes the star patterns over time. All this will be discussed in more detail below.
The reality at this time is that there are no conductors in the paths of the antennas and
therefore leaves an enigma. Did these lines once contain gold or other metal conductors that
was destroyed and used by prior generations of indigenous peoples or even stolen by the
Spanish along with the electronics, towers for collection of atmospheric electrical energy, and
the related infrastructure? Or was this designed to be completed by future generations as they
became technically advanced in flight, metallurgy, antenna design, electromagnetic theory,
astronomy, knowledge that there are other alien planets with intelligent beings around other
stars, and all the other aspects of modern awareness that it would take to complete these and
signal to other civilizations? Did generations of indigenous people live amongst these designs
not knowing what they were for but worshipped them and held them with respect for future
generations who would be able to decipher their true meaning? Clearly some succeeding
generations created other patterns partially destroying some of the original designs although
we have enough information to reconstruct the original designs. These are some of the
questions that will be posed in this initial release. If they were utilized with metal wire or metal
filling the troughs one would think that we would have something that would remain and there
is NOTHING. So this leads one to conclude that the designs were not used and meant for a
future generation to “complete” when their true purpose became known as is the case now.
Another proposed idea is that the iron stones that were removed from the trough areas and

meticulously piled neatly along the edges of the lines are in fact the intended conducting path
for the antenna complex. Finally there is an association between the line complex and water
channels. There is a very weak correlation at the Nazca and Palpa sites however when I later
examine the similar “lines” sites in other parts of the world including those in Ethiopia you will
find a much more endemic association with water dams and water ways.
There is good reason to believe that the Nazca Antenna Complex was designed and built after
any known earth pole shift activity (although this is not certain) however the precession of the
earth is a factor that must be taken into account that would have different pointing directions
now than when the complex was designed and built. Identifying the construction date would
be crucial in understanding the pointing directions if high accuracy head end locations were
intended. If the antennas were meant to be used as individual signaling devices using for
example atmospheric lightning to power the communications, then exact pointing directions
would not be as critical. I am currently setting up a research program to continue studying all
aspects of this more than complex problem.
A central figure in the study of the Nazca Lines is Maria Reiche, a German born physicist and
mathematician who dedicated her life to studying and preserving the lines and who is now
buried at the site of the current museum at the north end of the Nazca Lines complex. Her
name and work will be referenced here along with many others who studied the mysterious
lines. She favored astronomical explanations for the figures and spent many nights out in the
desert setting at the central points of locations such as the Monkey’s tail (spiral) noting it
pointed to the constellation Big Bear and the Spider pointed to the belt of Orion. This shows
the complexity of the task in determining the directions of the antennas since the antenna
complex land is not flat but has many contrasting angles and slopes. One area of study is to
combine exact topographic data with the figures and antenna designs and associate them with
current and past celestial data. I will attempt to assemble as much information as possible in
this initial release relating prior interpretations that might give new significant insights into the
nature of the antenna complex now that it is understood what the real meaning of the lines
represents although the prior scholars were searching in other directions and unaware of the
antenna nature of the Nazca and Palpa Lines.
PREFACE BY THE AUTHOR
Unlike many of my discoveries the Nazca Lines realization that these are complex
Interferometric Fractal Antenna Designs was more than totally unexpected. I was not studying
this other than a few days prior to my second visit looking at available maps and data. I had
never really looked in detail at these before and the trip to Peru was taken on short notice for
other business reasons totally unrelated to archaeology and studying ancient mysteries. My
first realization was on my second visit to the Nazca Complex during this trip of December 2015

as I stood atop one of the mount structures overlooking the Nazca plain seeing the convergence
of lines coming to this mound from all directions.
My second realization was already brewing in my mind as my background in antenna design,
atmospheric electricity, telecommunications and Astro-physics came into play. As I stood on
top of one of the mounts I realized that the mount had been used to trap atmospheric
electricity (it stood noticeably above the flat planes below) and the power was transmitted out
in all directions to the antenna complex along the perfectly straight lines that extended to the
horizon. I also got a good view of the varying slopes of the landscape and knew that out there
on those slopes the figures had been carved into the landscape. All connected to central hubs.
An electrical network connecting the fractal antenna designs. I spent the day digging for more
information and as the pieces of the puzzle assembled it all made perfect sense. The only
question remained. WHO DID THIS – WHEN DID THEY DO IT - AND WHY ?
Although one might imagine you can “see the figures from nearby mountain ranges” the reality
is that you cannot begin to take in the whole effect unless you are very high in the air. I am one
who firmly believes that the designers had access to the air and possibly much more.
I immediately understood that if atmospheric electricity (or an advanced triggering such as a
simple Schmitt Trigger or even modern radio amplifier) were used for example, then this would
generate characteristic frequencies and additionally the strange animal and geometric shapes
would have characteristic overtones that would uniquely identify them to anyone that might
receive these signals. Whoever designed and built this fractal antenna complex was far
advanced over our own current day technology and understanding, and had a good sense of
humor also. They clearly built this to transmit and receive signals to and from other star
systems and it had an identifiable characteristic signature unique to this antenna complex. If
the hair on the back of your neck is not standing up yet then read the above paragraph again.
What this means is that the history that we currently believe about our past could not possibly
be true, and a completely different history of man will eventually have to take its place. This
complex was built concurrent or prior to the Egyptian Pyramids. Everything you thought you
understood about our human past could not possibly be true.

ON PEER REVIEW
Inevitably when a new concept like the current paper is presented, there are those who would
believe that it should be submitted for what is known in academic circles as “peer review”. My
web page www.jmccsci.com has a special sub-page on the topic of peer review. Although I
have papers that were published in peer review astrophysics journals, I have since learned that
there is a political correctness and level of snobbery that is held in the inner sanctums of the
ivory towers of “modern western knowledge” not only in the fields of space science, astronomy
and astrophysics, but also oddly enough in pure mathematics. The nose in the air syndrome is
not limited to these fields however.
The vast majority of real research today is never submitted to peer review, which is simply for
people in ivory tower academia to support their feeling of superiority. My expression on peer
review is that I do not submit my material to peer review. I instead explain my work in terms
that anyone can understand so that you do not need rows and columns of PhDs to qualify and
give their hallowed stamps of approval. Unfortunately the peer reviewed journals have
become a method of keeping a monopoly within certain groups and therefore the main
purpose (which is in fact valid) of keeping the “riff raff” out has been sidetracked for a lesser
cause.
The problem with peer review is that it is like an old man driving slow in the left lane of a
crowded freeway … he has no traffic problem with plenty of room in front. He just cannot
figure out why all those people behind him are honking and fighting to get around him.
In the case of ground breaking work such as is being presented here, submitting it to peer
review would be like taking your broken high performance sports car transmission to the guy
who changes your oil. Why would you submit work for peer review to people who have
allegedly been studying this for their entire careers and have not solved the problem?
My web page contains a special sub-page listing my 10 top reasons why I do not submit my
work to peer review; if you are interested in this topic visit that page but please continue
reading here for the current material is far more important.
Enough said about “peer review”.
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HISTORY OF THE NAZCA AND PALPA LINES
The first written history in “western” knowledge was in 1533 by a Spanish explorer named
Pedro Cieza de Leon but he mistakenly called them trails. In 1940 Paul Kosok flew over them
and noticed the bird shape and was the first to study them along with the German physicist
Maria Reiche who later moved to Nasca and lived her entire life there dedicated to the study,
measurement and preservation of the lines. They both believed there were astronomical
associations with the figures and proposed some however the academic community remained
unconvinced. From other Archaeo-astronomy associations with other cities and ancient sites,
critics are generally unconvinced unless clear evidence is obvious.
Other sources put the first discovery in the late 1920s but it is generally recognized that the first
real identification was from the air. This has always been the main enigma of the lines. In
spite of the fact that all prior observations on the ground failed to identify the extent and
nature of the figures, there is a sentiment in conservative academic circles that these are “no
big deal” and as put in an article in Scientific American “one does not need air travel”.
I fully disagree with the cavalier attitude that these would have been easy to make with a
handful of untrained people in a few days. Certainly tossing some pebbles out of a path and
moving on would be easy, however the paths are also dug out to an even “trough” shape and
the edges of the troughs are exacting for over miles of country side. The reddish rocks are not
simply tossed out but are more than meticulously placed in narrow piles in perfect straight lines
at the edges of the troughs that span hundreds of kilometers over the ridges and slopes of an
area of over 500 square kilometers. Since the plains are undulating and not flat, directing this
effort from a distant mountain side would be impossible. There are other aspects to the
designs which the out of hand judgments are failing to address. For example one of the most
famous figures of the hundreds present is called the “Spider”. The problem is that the species
of spider that it represents (photo below next to the Nazca Spider Antenna) is not native to the
Pampas highlands of the Nazca plain. It is only found in one place in the world in the remotest
part of the Amazon Jungle of Brazil nearly 1500 kilometers away.

This and many other small factors tells me that these lines were not made by a primitive band
of indigenous people who had a bit of extra time on their hands one day. When one realizes
the true meaning and extent AND INTELLIGENT DESIGN of this immense and complex antenna
complex, it gives rise to an entirely new meaning for the study of these incredible feats of the
designers. This is the dividing point between believing these were made by simple means and
the fact that they were based on a highly complex design. The diminutive attitude is so
pervasive in modern academia that it has forced me to make the blanket statement that if you
get a standard college degree today, approximately 95% of everything you learn could not
possibly be true. In the sterile never changing environment of modern academia they are still
teaching what could not have been true 50 years ago but which is branded in the text books
and from which emerge endless streams of what I call “text book geniuses” or “text book
repeaters”. Although I spent over 10 years of my career teaching at the University level I
clearly hold a certain distain for academic ivory tower snobbery. The history of the Nazca lines
can be viewed in many places but for posterity I have copied the primary sources into
appendices and archives to prevent the sources from “updating” and erasing the history
especially places like Wikipedia which has been caught many times changing the history of
updates that it claims it is keeping.
One of the enigmas of the interpretation as being antenna complexes is that today not a shred
of metal exists in the hundreds of kilometers of lineal troughs and designs. That someone just
made these for no reason is beyond absurd. One possible explanation is that the iron rich
reddish brown rock that is meticulously placed in piles defining the edges of the lineal troughs
could in fact be the transmitting circuit for the radio antennas. If atmospheric electricity were
used to power the antennas (one of the more likely candidates) then the circuit is made simply
by placing the iron rich rocks outside the trough area and the induced current will carry along
the two outside ridges of the lines all along the continuous paths thusly providing the signaling.
Another likely explanation will be expanded on in a chapter dealing with the Spanish. In brief,
the devastation and theft of anything and everything that was not completely bolted down or
in such large sizes (such as the massive 100 ton stones of the Inca empire structures) was
complete … all in the name of the Pope Vicar of Christ. It is estimated that of even the massive
stone cities and structures only at most 20% survived the demolition at the hands of the
“conquistadores”. The Spanish must have had an inkling that history would not view kindly
their total decimation of the indigenous cultures, so they conveniently left all of it out of the
chronicles … the slavery, furious theft of any and all gold, and destruction in general of any
evidence of a higher culture. The total destruction of all aspects of the culture was part of the
overall effort. The magnificence of places like Machu Picchu was left simply because the
Spanish never found it. If the antenna complexes were fitted with gold (the most likely
candidate for metal in the antenna designs) every trace of it would have been long gone by the
time Pedro Cieza de Leon happened upon the scene in 1533 thinking they were simply paths.

The regions are beset with tracks that no one can explain which would have been the wagons
of the Spanish raiding the lines structures for its metal booty … and as would be consistent with
their other dealings … when it came to gold they left not a stone unturned.
The final word is still out on the true method of signaling and what the conductor is in the
fractal antenna designs. The exact same method of meticulously placing the stones outside the
troughs in tightly packed perfect rows (and in fact digging the troughs meticulously to exacting
depths) is the exact same method as used in similar systems in Africa. A chapter will
concentrate on that and there are figures and pictures that will verify that interferometric
fractal antenna arrays exist there made in exactly the same manner as those in Nazca/Palpa.

THE NAZCA LINES ARE NOT JUST ARTFUL DRAWINGS IN THE SAND
NOTE THE PERFECTLY EVEN TROUGHS DUG FOR A SPECIFIC REASON

PRIOR EXPLANATIONS OF THE NAZCA AND PALPA LINES
Here I will note just a few of the many write-ups that exist with summaries of the prior
explanation attempts for these more than complex line patterns. As history developed and
time passed, it became apparent that none of the explanations held water. They all lacked the
essential ingredient that brought together the incredibly complex array of figures, geometric
shapes and long expanses of lines connecting in “hubs” in central locations on small mounts
that are in the area. They all failed to understand the essential design aspects of simple
observations such as the fact that the lines are continuous. The Nasca and Palpa “lines” start at
a point and then wind and twist to create the figures and shapes and then many times follow
straight lines off to central “hubs”. The figures are made with single continuous lines. All prior
attempts completely missed the true meaning of the Interferometer Fractal Antenna Complex.
The past attempts at interpretations centered around religious associations, astronomical
alignments, astronomical relations such as constellation shapes, calendars, runways meant to
call in aliens, mathematical “gaming” or “sacred geometries”, pathways to water sources,
simple drawings in the sand with no meaning at all, and the list goes on.
Until this paper no one has proposed anything relative to antenna design or
telecommunications other than large figures drawn to visually lure in passing aliens. No one
has had the assortment of backgrounds to put all the pieces of the puzzle together including
the need of atmospheric electricity for a power and signaling source. There is no lack of
scholars who have visited these features and it is said each one had his own version of one of
the above incomplete scenarios.
References are given in the appendices where you can read ad infinitum about the past
“theories”. I have archived these and more for posterity as these pages and books tend to
change once something like a real explanation comes along.

MARIA REICHE AND THE MARIA REICHE MUSEUM
Maria Reiche is so central to the study, history and preservation of the Nazca lines that she
deserves a standing ovation from all of us today. Whereas the Ethiopian lines area is used for
dirt car and bike racing, in 1994 UNESCO declared the Nazca area on its list of preserved sites
and Peru preserved it further as a national reserve complete with guards who keep unwanted
trespassers off the grounds and on the designated tourist paths. The Maria Reiche Museum is a
wonderfully peaceful setting in a small town nestled in a ravine to the northern part of the
Nazca Lines Complex. Below is a mock up of her office as she worked until her death at an age
of 95. More pictures from the museum are contained in the appendices at the end of this
paper.

Maria Reiche held that the patterns were related to the constellations and celestial
interpretations but her interpretations did not fare well with academia. I have to agree that her
drawings and associations were not complete and did not explain the extent of the drawings or
lines. But given the information at the time, she started studying the lines in 1941 when they
were first identified by pilot Paul Kosok in 1941. She came to Lima Peru in 1932 to educate the
children of the German consulate. I feel a bit akin to this as my first job after my B.S. Degree in
Physics and Mathematics was in Mexico City in 1971 where I taught and individually tutored the
children of the consulates residing in Mexico D.F. as well as the children of rich business men
and other wealthy Mexican Families. It is here where I started my life long study of archaeology
which has led me to the discovery of the Nazca Antenna Complex.

SIDEREAL VS SOLAR TIME – POINTING ANTENNA COMPLEX FOR STELLAR COMMUNICATIONS
AND OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Before discussing the immense and extremely complicated antenna design of the Nazca Palpa
Line complex, it is necessary to first define terms for those not intimately familiar with
astronomical alignments and targeting with radio telescope equipment.
Imagine you are standing on earth on a perfectly flat plain looking straight up. You are at a
Latitude which has you pointing in a unique direction in the sky relative to the earth’s spin axis
and equator. If you are at for example 40 degrees north latitude then your vertical line of sight
would be 40 degrees to the north of the person doing the same thing at the equator. During
both the day and night your eyes (looking vertically upwards) will scan across the heavens in a
single circle and in 24 star hours (sidereal time not your watch time) as the earth spins on its
axis. Each 24 sidereal hours your line of sight will repeat the same path as the day before. The
only difference is that because we are moving around the sun we daily get a slightly different
view of the night sky. Throughout the entire year if you keep this up you will see all the stars
along the same circle in the heavens ALONG YOUR VERTICAL LINE OF SIGHT. Now imagine your
base is not level but on an inclined slope. Your line of site now would be different if you looked
perpendicular to your sloped plain (at an angle according to a plumb bob weight on a string).
This is the case with many of the fractal antennas of the Nazca Palpa lines complex.
Understanding where exactly they are pointing to is going to take some time as there are
hundreds of zoological and geometric figures and many more individual lines that constitute
more simple antenna designs that have directional preferences that are still not completely
understood. This is where future students will spend most of their time in studying and
analyzing the possible directions. This is further complicated by the fact that the antenna
arrays are coupled into complex interferometers (multiple antennas working in concert). As
mentioned before, it will take years of complex analysis with computers to begin to understand
what secrets are held in these ancient line patterns. Anyone who dismisses these as whimsical
afternoon play time of the indigenous peoples is living in pure intellectual folly.
Now imagine you are a radio telescope with a directional beam that is a fine line perpendicular
to the plain you are standing on with the antenna design laid out on the plain at your feet. As
an example pretend you are standing in the center of the spiral Monkey tail which is one of the
more famous zoological patterns of the Nazca Complex. That radio antenna can either receive
or transmit along this “beam” and potentially could send and receive signals from all the star
systems in your VERTICAL LINE OF SIGHT. Now include 2 other factors. Radio telescopes do
not have perfectly narrow beams but have strange shaped patterns of “intensity” called the
beam pattern. Do not worry if you are a bit hazy on this concept. Antenna design and
construction are some of the most complicated areas of electromagnetic theory and few

people on the planet have a grasp of all the types of radio antennas. You will get a taste of it in
detail in a future chapter. But again that is why no one that has visited the Nazca antenna
complex besides myself has recognized it for what it is.
But for now let us expand your radio antenna horizons. For you to communicate with someone
at the other end of the radio “beam” they have to know what frequency you are signaling on
(so they can set their receiver to that same frequency), they have to know where exactly to look
for your signal (a small planet next to an average star at the edge of our galaxy) and when to
look for it since you are probably not signaling all the time from your location AND remember
that only at specific moments is your antenna pointed in the correct direction. These are
complex realities in the universe of radio telescope communications. If you are working with a
fixed antenna array such as we have at Nazca, the limitations are exactly as described. Man
made modern arrays such as the VLA (Very large Antenna Array to be discussed in detail in a
future chapter) have a pointing capability where both the baseline positions AND the pointing
angle of the many individual antennas can be adjusted continually.
If you are trying to signal an alien race in a distant star system you best have a very powerful
energy source to drive your antenna system. Weak signals will not carry out of our own
atmosphere and its charged ionosphere let alone all the way to a distant star. That is a very
important reason why understanding the essential aspect of atmospheric electricity as part of
this discovery and announcement is germane to the topic of “how did they power the antenna
systems” that stretch for hundreds of kilometers over the Nazca pampas. This also tells us that
unless there were highly developed electronics with very powerful amplifiers (not a trace of
which is left) they used atmospheric electricity with its characteristic frequencies to transmit
and on the receiving end at the distant star system the aliens would recognize this as particular
to the Natural Frequencies apparently used to signal between intelligent beings of nearby star
systems. Note that all of the inherent physics we are able to surmise from the new
understanding that the Nazca Antenna Complex is in fact a result of understanding that these
are signaling antennae for interstellar communications.
Atmosphere electricity is a topic too vast to include in this paper which is mainly aimed at
discussing antenna design and construction. For a rudimentary introduction to this and related
topics see my book (available in both hard cover and eBook format) “Principia Meteorologia –
The Physics of Sun Earth Weather” available only on the web page www.jmccsci.com (authentic
copies not available from any other source).

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE NAZCA COMPLEX AS FRACTAL ANTENNA DESIGNS
See the appendix for more details including published papers on fractal antenna design. The
following picture shows a typical cell phone “fractal antenna” design. I could fill pages of this
paper with fractal antenna designs, but the following is representative of the type that is similar
to the Nazca figures. It fits neatly into the corner of a cell phone. It is symmetrical to give it
properties of a symmetrical antenna pattern. It looks exactly like some of the animal bird
figures of the Nazca plains (one example is shown below). That is why I was able to discover
the true nature of the figures and geometric shapes, because of my background in antenna
design as part of my expertise in telecommunications which spanned 25 years of my career.

A SYMMETRICAL FRACTAL CELL PHONE ANTENNA – SMALL BUT VERY POWERFUL

THE NAZCA ANTENNA DESIGNS ARE PART ANIMAL AND PART FRACTAL ANTENNA
THIS ANTENNA MIXES 3 DIFFERENT TYPES OF ANTENNA INTO ONE DESIGN
KNOWN AS THE “HERON” THIS ANTENNA SPANS OVER 900 FEET IN LENGTH
The “Heron” antenna design connects to the overall antenna grid via the tip of the beak and at
over 3 football fields in extent is the overall largest of the figures.

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIVE PATTERN OF THIS CELL PHONE FRACTAL ANTENNA
The symmetrical radiation pattern allows you to walk around and move or even drive in your
car while you are talking on the phone. The same is true of your simple dipole auto AM radio
antenna (the one sticking vertically outside your car) although it works at a different frequency.
The FM radio antenna is smaller and contained inside the car hidden so you cannot see it but is
not a dipole antenna.
Now that you have an example of a miniature fractal antenna and the obvious relation to the
Nazca figures, let me post a series of Nazca animal shapes and geometric figures. Note that
the obvious fractal antennas are inherent in the designs and for someone with a trained eye
like myself it would be like looking at any commonly known object and recognizing it for what it
is.

LINES CONVERGE ON A CENTRAL “HUB” MOUNT AT THE SW CORNER OF THE COMPLEX

In the above photo many lines converge on a mount situated at the southwest corner of the
Nazca complex. It was the combination of converging lines and the mounts such as this one as
a potential source of atmospheric electrical power that solidified my understanding of the
superior design and knowledge of nature exhibited by the antenna complex designers. The
hubs served two purposes. The first was to power the complex and the second was to connect
the various antennas into simple to extremely complex antenna arrays.
Note also that even though we are at an elevated vantage point the lines disappear over the
horizon as the plains are not perfectly flat. The idea that somehow a “director” directed traffic
from a nearby mountain vantage point is beyond absurd since it would be impossible to guide
the creation of these from a distant point without intricate knowledge of the terrain. Thinking
about it makes one realize that academicians who dismissed the line complexes as insignificant
did what is known in science as a “quick and dirty”. Someone spent an afternoon throwing
some rocks out of a path and determined that this was an afternoon’s work for a band of
primitive natives who liked to draw pictures of animals in the sand. This opinion diverted
decades of researchers from pursuing the topic as it was “put to rest” in officialdom.

MORE LINES TO THE NORTHWEST CONVERGE ON THE SAME MOUNT
NOTE AGAIN THE PERFECTLY STRAIGHT LINES OVER UNDULATING SURFACE OF THE PLAINS
THIS FACT SETS IN STONE THE FACT THAT THE LINES HAD TO BE CONSTRUCTED FROM ABOVE
(the whitish color is false as it is overexposed compared to the darker Nazca desert)

WHIMSICAL ANIMAL PATTERNS MIXED WITH FRACTAL ANTENNA DESIGNS
Each animal pattern would have a specific set of what are called “overtones”. It is what makes
a piano sound different from a flute even though they are playing the same note. That is why
we can duplicate different sounding instruments with a synthesizer electronic circuit and only a
highly trained ear would be able to know the difference. The Nazca antenna designers were
having a bit of fun as they set these out for a future civilization to discover and utilize.
On the following page is a close up of the “Spider” which shows the circuit being routed off the
lower right side as if printed on a modern circuit board. The same is true of the female dog
above (note the apparent 5th leg coming off the rear that leaves the picture) similar to nearly
every other figure in the complex. In some cases the extension has been destroyed by other
activity in the area but you can surmise that these connections were once complete by
extending currently visible lines to cross the affected damaged areas. These are what connect
the antenna figures to the central “hubs” which are then used as a complex array of
interferometers to greatly increase the beam strength and direction of the overall antenna
complex.

THE SPIDER – NOTE IT IS ONE CONTINUOUS LINE
As with all of the Nazca figures, whether lines or zoological figures or geometric fractal antenna
shapes, they are made from a single continuous line. In the spider figure above start at the
lower right hand of the figure (center bottom of the pic above) and trace ONE line. You trace
around the entire figure and end up at the other line in the bottom center. If you were familiar
with integrated circuits and fractal antenna designs this is an outstanding characteristic of all
such designs. But in the compartmentalized world of academia and modern engineering, the
roads do not meet. Once again that is why I have spent my life dedicated to pursuing all
branches of knowledge. One of the best decisions of my life in retrospect was turning down the
opportunity to continue on to a PhD. Instead I took my masters degree in Solid State and
Nuclear Physics and set about following my nose around the world.
One of the most important of all the figures in the Nazca complex is the Monkey. Most pictures
cut off the most important part. Attached to the Monkey by way of a continuation of the
continuous single line that makes up the Monkey, is a purely classical rectangular fractal
antenna. On the other side of the Monkey is another zig zag fractal antenna. This is common
in the figures where they are clearly part animal and part fractal antenna. The designers were
giving us ample hints to decipher their code. On the next page take some time and trace the
starting line in the Monkey diagram. Start at the free end of the zig zag pattern and work your
way around the entire Monkey diagram until you trail off to the rectangular fractal antenna to
the lower right. Take a minute and do this. In terminology of antennas, when the antenna is
activated this entire circuit is transmitting (or receiving) and to anyone listening they would be

able to tell this specific signal as sure as you would know a piano playing when you heard it. It
is interesting to note that the line on the Monkey left arm and right wrist that crosses DOES
NOT cut through the Monkey’s arm but stops … clearly an electric circuit consideration and not
a whimsical design. The tail spiral is broken by damage on the upper side but the original
design is visible sufficient to see that it is one continuous line that wraps inwards and then the
same line wraps outwards. Interestingly enough this exact type of spiral is very common in the
Ethiopian antenna designs. There are other pure spirals in the Nazca complex. With over 800
figures it is impossible to show them all in this initial paper.

THE “MONKEY” AND ADJACENT CONNECTED RECTANGULAR FRACTAL ANTENNA

A DRAWING OF THE COMBINED “MONKEY” AND RECTANGULAR FRACTAL ANTENNA

THE “PARROT” IS PART BIRD AND PART FRACTAL ANTENNA – BASE DAMAGED
The “Parrot” is not indigenous to the Nazca plains as with many of the figures. It is one of the
more blatant designs that is mostly fractal antenna and just enough bird for us to identify it as
the Parrot. Its base has been destroyed but you can see where the original design connected it
out to the wider scale antenna grid to include it as part of an interferometer. On top are many
of the more recent “lines” that led some to speculate that these were “landing strips of the
gods”, however none of them would suffice as a landing strip by any stretch of the imagination.
Only when viewed from above might you think that but on the ground they hardly work.
Additionally, if what we are told about alien craft is true, they can land anywhere and do not
need landing strips.

THE “CONDOR” – NOTE THE FRACTAL ANTENNA PATTERNS TO THE LEFT AND LOWER RIGHT
The “Condor” represents one of the main characters in both Inca legend and modern Peruvian
life. To the Inca it represented the sky and other power attributes. Note that there is a “hub”
mount in the upper left corner from which lines emanate with some short and others extending

off the edge of the field of view. A purely fractal antenna design is to the left. So in this one
photo one can see all three of the main types of antennas … zoological fractal – pure geometric
fractal and the crossing dipole. The Condor has been destroyed by overlapping dipole designs
but appears to have been connected to the main grid from its base.
Below is a diagram of the Palpa complex which according to some is older than the Nazca
complex. One of the most apparent fractal antennas is the “Pelican” (lower right) since it is not
just a continuous line but is a traditional fractal with areas of antenna. Since this is difficult to
explain in words the next page has an aerial picture of the Palpa Pelican. Compare to the other
figures to see what I am saying. Then I will describe what are the most obvious antennas in the
entire complex seen in the lower center as a double square and adjacent circle.

THE PALPA COMPLEX TOURIST BROCHURE

THE PALPA COMPLEX

THE PALPA PELICAN – PURELY FRACTAL ANTENNA DESIGN

PALPA LINES ARE FAR MORE PURE FRACTAL THAN THE NAZCA LINES

PALPA – PURELY FRACTAL ANTENNA PATTERN

The Palpa lines antenna above is the epitome of a fractal antenna design. There is no question
that this is a purely fractal antenna. The actual aerial photo is on below.

PALPA FRACTAL ANTENNA - AERIAL PHOTO

FRACTAL ANTENNA DESIGN AS A SUBSET OF ANTENNA DESIGN
This chapter is maintained brief because this is a topic that would take a complete PhD course
in electromagnetic theory with a specialization in antenna design. The history of this topic
starts before the great World War II. It was during WW II that radio antenna design advanced
greatly to support the war effort. Public television became a reality in the 1950s while x-ray
machines and other modern marvels came on the scene. Once again that is why it is beyond
our wildest dreams to imagine that long before the Egyptian pyramids were built, that someone
designed and built the most complex antenna system we have ever seen … meant for
interstellar communications … and left them for us to discover thousands of years later.

A FRACTAL ANTENNA DESIGN – TRIANGLES REMOVED – COMPACT - POWERFUL
With this in mind, I will take you on a short journey into the strange and complex world of
antenna theory. Remember that there are antennas that receive and those that are designed
to transmit, and those which are designed to do both. In the case of the Nazca figures and
geometric shapes as well as the extensive line systems of antennas, it appears from the first
analysis that THEY WERE DESIGNED FOR BOTH TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION. This is
important in the understanding that whoever build and used them originally were truly
communicating with the residents of alien star systems. My initial educated guess is that they
were not amplifying voice sounds or music, but were using a type of encoding such as our
modern day “Morse Code” that was developed in the early days of the telegraph and later
refined for modern encrypted messaging in secure military applications. Our modern “digital”
0’s and 1’s binary codes are the same. But given this as a basis of communications one could
send and receive extremely complex sets of information. Just remember that it would take
many years for the round trip signaling to and from other stars as the signals had to move at
the speed of light.
A final note about fractal antennas … the entire concept is that instead of a large antenna you
pack many short “fractal” pieces in a small area and get the same effective antenna “gain” as

you would receive with a large scale antenna of the same “length”. There is an excellent paper
in the appendix reprinted that explains the concept of “fractal” and of course the simple nature
becomes extremely complicated in the real world of antenna design. That is once again why
you have to stand in awe at the achievement of the early Nasca Palpa designers as they carved
out the world’s largest most complex antenna system in the primitive Peruvian pampas.

MODERN FRACTAL ANTENNA DESIGNS
Why am I showing you modern triangular shaped fractal antennas? Because there are many
purely triangular shaped fractal antennas in both the Nazca and Palpa Antenna complexes as
you can see on this diagram on the next page which is a very partial view of the antenna
complex. The following is called “Hands” but is a purely fractal antenna design.

NOTE THE PURE TRIANGLES LOWER LEFT NEAR THE NAZCA RIVER
Note the four spirals – The Monkey tail – The Flower – and two independent Spirals
The fact that purely fractal antenna patterns are common in the complex has been diverted
from the attention given to the zoological figures. To the left the combination Monkey with his
associated rectangular fractal antenna and spiral tail is significant. Now look at near the center
the figure marked “astronaut” who is carved into a mount side that sets above the Nazca plains.
This odd out of place character is shown below BUT look at where he is located in the overall
pattern of the figures. It is my speculation that his outreached right hand points up to a spot
where one might very well locate a pre-amplifier head end receiver/transmitter that in effect
uses the entire antenna complex of figures as a fixed interferometer array. This would create a

fifth category of antenna present in the complex. At any rate his presence is very odd and
certainly has significance other than as an oddity in the presence of the other figures.

THE “OWL MAN” OR “ASTRONAUT” POINTS UP TO SOMETHING
Is this character giving us a clue as to where we should do something in this antenna complex?
He certainly is a curious out of place element in this entire set up and someone went to great
difficulty to make sure he is very visible.
Now I will include a number of other figures but understand that there is not enough room here
to include them all. Two of the main figures in the Palpa complex (just to the north of Nazca)
will be included in the chapter on fractal antenna design since they are so clearly pure fractal
antennas.

THE “HUMMING BIRD” CONNECTS INTO THE NETWORK THROUGH THE BEAK
The appendix has references to excellent web pages which are dedicated to antenna design. If
you have the time it will take you from beginning general concepts to advanced topics and
includes a sub-page on fractal antenna design. It is beyond the scope of this paper to include
more detail. The sole purpose of this paper is to establish the relation between the Nasca
Palpa lines and the many types of antennas present there. Certainly a lot of future work is
necessary.

DIPOLE AND OTHER ANTENNA DESIGNS IN THE NASCA COMPLEX
There are five major antenna designs in the Nazca Palpa Complex and another possible design.
The first five are 1) simple dipole, 2) crossed dipole, 3) zoomorphic Fractal, 4) geometrical
fractal, 4B) composite zoological – geometric fractal and 5) interferometer composite made of
fractals and dipoles combined. We have no such equivalent antenna structures in modern use
anywhere in the world today. The last possible design is the reflector telescope with head end
pre-amplifier and feed which is the most common modern antenna design for astronomical use
but which may be surmised given the elevated mounts that dot the Nazca plains not to mention
the existence of the “Owl Man” pointing to the area above his head on one of the mounts
overlooking the antenna complex which contains the large zoological fractal antennas.
All of the Nazca Palpa antenna types are capable of transmitting as well as receiving. What
exactly they were using to detect and amplify incoming signals is not known at this time. I am
just saying that the inherent antenna designs are capable of receiving. Not that there is
currently evidence that they used them as such or intended us today to use them as such if in
fact they were intended as a gift to modern man when he achieved all the modern attributes
necessary to utilize the antenna systems.
As mentioned above it appears that the individual antennas could be connected or
disconnected at will so that increases greatly the number of antenna combinations that we
have to research. Each antenna configuration would have its own signaling characteristics.
This is such a complex area that we cannot even begin to speculate as to what combinations
were intended. We also do not know the signaling protocols. In any transmission system
there is a series of signaling that is expected and followed on both ends. Without such defined
“standards” there would be no modern electronic communications. This is also an area of the
telecommunications industry in which I am an expert, having worked in both defining such
standards but also implementing them in both hardware and software. My background also
includes one of the more complex areas of telecommunications known as “encryption”. It was
here that I broke some of the longest standing codes in the history of telecom known as “RSA
Codes” (for more details see my two books “Calculate Primes” and “Breaking RSA Codes for Fun
and Profit” available only on my web page).
It may be that the Incas had the access codes for the antenna complexes and as the Spanish
came to destroy and loot everything in sight, the Incas destroyed or hid the secret codes and
methods of using the antenna systems along with vast amounts of their gold. At least this is
what we are told. This would certainly be the topic of an Indiana Jones type of Hollywood
feature movie or possibly a James Bond movie.

The following map shows the major grid work of lines with the main zoological fractal antennas
noted in red lettering. The “Hubs” of the lines create the crossed dipole antenna complex
which also connects to the fractal interferometer array of fractal antennas (both zoological,
geometric and hybrid fractal antennas). Here you see the extensive design and also that the
fractal antennas create a separated grid work which is characteristic of a dispersed
interferometer array. This is a well planned antenna complex and whoever designed it was
extremely advanced in both electromagnetic theory and its most complex component
regarding interconnecting antennas.

DIPOLE MAP OF THE NAZCA COMPLEX
(Noted in red the major fractal antenna locations of the hundreds present)

NAZCA PALPA LINES “HUBS” - THE PHYSICS OF INTERFEROMETERS
Below is a picture of possibly the most sophisticated radio antenna complex ever devised and
built by modern man. It is called the Very Large Array (VLA) and resides outside of Socorro New
Mexico on a level piece of desert. The individual antennas are movable on rail system and each
antenna is directional. The concept of an “interferometer” is that when we take the individual
size of an antenna (whether optical, radio or otherwise) the “resolution” or ability to focus on
an object in deep space is directly related to the diameter of the dish antenna receptor. But in
an interferometer design, the overall diameter of the composite antenna is equivalent to the
diameter of the pattern of antennas. Clearly the ability to focus and “see” is greatly enhanced
without building an antenna that size. This is a very advanced antenna system and its
principles are the subject of advanced physics and electromagnetism courses. Not exactly
what we would expect from primitive tribes. But this is exactly what we see in the Nazca
complex with the “people” (or whoever they were) fully capable of designing and implementing
… when our prior highest expectations were that they would be cooking over wood fires with
primitive pottery and wooden spoons.

THE VERY LARGE ARRAY INTERFEROMETER RADIO TELESCOPE

In size, scope and complexity of antenna design, the Nazca Palpa antenna interferometer
complex is on a scale with the VLA. The thing of course with modern equipment is that it has
highly accurate electronics and measuring equipment. Certainly the VLA has far greater
capability than the Nasca complex however I could be wrong about that … who knows?
Comparing the size of the complex, the Nazca complex covers some 200 square kilometers
compared to the 13 square kilometer collecting area of the VLA. These are apples to oranges
comparisons or possibly apples to watermelon comparison. The VLA is clearly a highly
advanced radio telescope having made many advancements in astronomy since its first light in
1980. But when you view the Nazca complex from the view point of an ancient civilization
creating advanced interferometer antenna designs and building them from naturally occurring
materials well before the Egyptian pyramids were built has to stop you in your tracks and make
you think. They could only have been designed and specified from the air, and are only usable
for signaling distant celestial objects.
Not only are they antennas, but they are fractal antennas grouped into complex networks in
conjunction with mixed dipole antennas. The “Heron” figure contains 3 types of antennas in
one beautiful design. Remember that modern man did not understand and use fractal
antennas until only recently.

NOTE HOW EACH FRACTAL ANTENNA IS NETWORKED TO THE CENTRAL HUB
IN THE CASE ABOVE THE TIP OF THE BEAK OF THE BIRD CONNECTS TO THE CENTRAL HUB
There is another style of interferometer which I have used called the “long base
interferometer”. It utilizes two dish style radio telescopes located adjacent to a cliff edge
overlooking a body of water and directed perpendicular to each other. One points to the object
to observe and the other points towards the water surface. The radio signals from the distant

object will reflect off of the water surface and enter the antenna dish pointed towards the
water. The other antenna receives its signal directly from the object in deep outer space. Due
to the time difference in the signals and the “baseline” or distance between the radio dishes
and the reflective point on the water, an extremely large radio telescope can be obtained for a
very inexpensive price tag. For example the system that I personally used had two 3 meter
dishes and an FM radio receiver at the feed horn (head end) location on both antennas. The
FM receivers were tuned to what is known as “the water frequency” of 1,420 MHz. There are
other configurations of the long baseline interferometer and it is possible that the Nazca Palpa
Complex utilizes this form of antenna given the mountain ranges to the background. It has the
essential features necessary including the mounts that overlook the plains and of course the
antenna complex that extends over the vast adjacent area. This is still in review but is worth
mentioning here in the section dealing with interferometers. I am also mentioning the water
frequency because my trained intuition is telling me that the water sources in the area
somehow have something to do with the radio antenna complex but this is just me thinking out
loud.

DISH ANTENNAS IN AN INTERFEROMETER USE THE WATER FREQUENCY

COMPARISON TO THE ARECIBO PUERTO RICO RADIO ANTENNA
In the Karst area of the central mountains of Puerto Rico lays the famous Arecibo Radio
Telescope. The Karst regions are few in the world and form naturally occurring large limestone
peaks that resulted from the action of water. Using the naturally occurring pillars scientists
designed and built the largest single aperture radio telescope in the world.

THE ARECIBO RADIO TELESCOPE – 305 METER DIAMETER
The Arecibo antenna has a diameter about the same as the famous “Heron” fractal antenna in
the Nazca complex. So in terms of “gain” or EM gathering capability to send and receive, it is
clearly again superior to the Nazca complex (I think). But then we are comparing apples and
watermelons again. The Arecibo telescope was also used to send signals. For example before
modern space craft went to our nearest inner solar system neighbor Venus, this telescope sent
signals to determine the surface structure hidden beneath the dense cloud cover. But back to
the comparison of the Nazca complex with the Arecibo telescope, the overall capability of the
Nazca complex may prove to be equal or better than that of Arecibo, but given the date and
method of construction, it is very impressive.

NATURAL SOURCES OF POWER FOR THE NAZCA ANTENNA COMPLEX
In my book “Atlantis to Tesla – The Kolbrin Connection” and further developed in my book
“Principia Meteorologia – The Physics of Sun Earth Weather” I developed the basis for useful
atmospheric electricity. In those texts I rediscovered the true use of the Tesla Towers as being
energy collectors from the vertical electric field of earth and the method of using Schmitt
Triggers to drive the alternating high voltage signals to “drill a hole” in the dielectric capacitor
that surrounds earth’s surface. This tapped into the near endless supply of stored electric
energy held between the ionosphere and ground.
It was this realization that allowed me to immediately determine that the mounts that dot the
Nazca plains were the source of energy to drive the extensive antenna systems. This is a more
than essential part of the entire scheme. Even if your average antenna expert were to have
made this discovery, they still would not have understood the source of power and signaling
available to drive them. In the comparisons above between the VLA and Arecibo modern radio
antennas, they are of course powered by standard electricity that comes from the central
power stations. The ancient races that built the Nazca Palpa antenna complexes did not have
such luxury.
So now incorporate the fact that they had advanced antenna design knowledge with the fact
that they most probably used atmospheric electricity to power it, sets them completely above
anything we are capable of today. Apart from my work on the use of atmospheric electricity,
and the work of Tesla over a hundred years ago that was confiscated and destroyed by the J. P.
Morgan “factor”, we have to search far into ancient history to find the use of atmospheric
electricity. It was clear from my studies of Atlantis the fallen continent (located at the bottom
of the South China Sea) that they used sea water batteries and tapped into the vertical electric
field. But to now realize that the beings that populated the Nazca plains prior to the
construction of the Egyptian pyramids knew of and used this natural source of power is more
than startling. To then realize they were using it to power extremely complex antenna systems
to communicate with advanced civilizations living around other stars is beyond any of our
wildest prior imaginations.
Is there still more to this story yet to unfold? Were they capable of travel in the air? The
design work certainly suggests that to be the case. And if they could fly, could they go into
outer space and beyond? Clearly our history is not as it was taught to me in “school”.

RADIO ANTENNA DESIGN ANALYSIS OF THE NAZCA LINES AND FIGURES
This is a chapter that is yet to be written. But is one that eventually will be the longest and
most detailed. It will be written by many future authors with many differing backgrounds.
I have made a number of discoveries that I am not releasing at this time because they are
tentative and also leading to other realizations not the least of which is that these ancient
cultures certainly used these and communicated with alien star systems. They certainly were
transmitting. The current question is how did they receive signals? To imagine they built these
and did not use them is hard to imagine.
After examining the earlier designs such as the purely fractal square circle in the Palpa Complex
and combining this with the fact that aerial assistance was really part of the design,
implementation and use of the antennas, this opens the possibility that they had something
akin to hot air balloons that could be maintained in a single fixed location just as the Arecibo
antenna feed horn stays in place giving a very accurate narrow beam. The Nazca Palpa complex
may rival the most sophisticated modern radio antennas. Time will tell.
As already noted, to use an antenna one needs to understand the signaling protocol they
intended and also understand from the perspective of the person receiving the signals lest one
begin like two blind men talking sign language.
More will be written on design analysis in the future.

WHERE ARE THE ANTENNAS POINTED? - INTERSTELLAR TRAVEL FROM NEARBY STARS
The similar antenna complex in Ethiopia exists on plains that would have it pointing
approximately to the northern stars in the Orion constellation; however the history of the area
states unequivocally that they are descended from races that came from the Star Sirius. This is
not to say that the Orion stars are the intended target as there are many other stars that they
could be targeting. Maria Reiche stated that as a result of her setting on the Nazca plains
figures she saw that the Monkey tail spiral pointed to the belt stars of Orion. Whereas she is
quoted as saying that the other figures were aligned with the Big Bear constellation. I
personally found that improbable since the Big Bear is a far northern constellation. What I
think they meant to say was Canis Major or the Large Dog constellation. Oddly enough this
would correspond to the identification of the Ethiopia antenna complex at least verbally and of
historical record with Sirius The Dog Star and constellation.
At this point I am not going to speculate as to the pointing direction of the antenna complex
other than the fact that the Nazca Palpa structures are at 14 degrees 43 minutes (about 14.75
degrees) south latitude however due to the few degree slope of the plains as they fall away
from the Andes Mountains to the east, they would be perfectly pointed also to the Dog Star
Sirius. There are literally hundreds of other possibilities and therefore to prevent rampant
speculation it is better at this point to avoid guessing until more analysis has been completed.
Antenna engineering is one of the most complex areas of electrical engineering and given the
vast number of antenna types that are represented in the Nazca complex not the least of which
would be reflective antennas with head end locations on nearby mounts and mountains, it will
take many years with complex computer analysis to sort out all the pointing directions that
were intended by the designers and builders. Once again there has to be a high level of tribute
given to those who implemented these antenna complexes as they were far in advance of
anything that we have done to date and in a completely natural setting.
Examining Sirius as a potential alien planet it is 8.6 light years I will use this strictly as an
example. One has to ask how long it would take a space faring civilization to travel between
Sirius and our star system. I recently read on a blog a person posted an interesting physics
problem with a relatively simple solution. It states that space travel should be accomplished
with a 1g acceleration. That is, 9.8 m/s2 or 32.2 ft/s2 which is the acceleration of gravity on
earth. In other words, our hypothetical space craft would feel just like home and we would
travel in the comfort of a 1g environment. Certainly there is more to it than this, but just from
a standpoint of calculating the time of passage assume that the folks living on Sirius hear our
call that we have discovered the Nazca antenna complex and we signal them to come and say
hello. Assume that the Siriusians accelerate to ½ the distance from Sirius to our sun and then

reverse their thrusters to slow at 1g acceleration/deceleration so they arrive here at exactly 0
kilometers per hour and land safely for the huge clam bake we have prepared for them.
It would take 8.6 years for our signal to get to them so that is the first delay. Now calculating
the Seriusians’ travel time given the 1g acceleration to the half way point plus 1g deceleration
the rest of the way, you can determine how much time it would take. But there is a slight
problem. You will soon find that somewhere between Sirius and the half way point at 1g
acceleration you will be approaching the speed of light. So according to Special Relativity your
mass will become more and you will be prevented from accelerating any further. You can do
the calculations yourself or believe me that given a propulsion system that would do the job
(see my book The Diamond Principle for such a non-inertial propulsion system) the entire trip
would take about 10 to 12 years including the correction for the Special Relativistic effects.
This may be hard for some to believe, but travel between planets and an adjacent star is NOT
the big thing that it has been made out to be. It is just that we have been laboring under the
false assumption that we have to take fuel with us and heat it up in a rocket engine nozzle. So
the issue of interstellar travel is not that big a deal, especially if your species has had a few
million years of experience like the potential neighbors out there. Using this technique, travel
to other planets in our own solar system takes an extremely short amount of time compared to
the high thrust and cruise techniques employed by NASA and other space agencies in their
ventures into outer space that depend on high impulse short burn rockets. Once again that is
one of the reasons I developed the Electro-Magnetic non-inertial propulsion systems that I
presented in International Electric Propulsion conferences to the Military in the 1980s. These
are for both atmospheric and extra planetary flight and require no fuel or heating of matter to
eject from a nozzle as with inertial propulsion systems.
Back to the main topic of exactly where the Nazca antennas are pointed, I am working on this in
the background. This will provide many a graduate students with a PhD thesis topics.
One last issue needs mention. I have been aware for some time that there has been a secret
program of research missions to the planet Mars sponsored by the World Bankers (yes the
same ones who profited from the theft of gold and riches from the Americas Incas Aztecs and
Maya). They control what I call Tier 1 science and obviously they are finding ancient
civilizations on Mars. This is an entire topic apart from this paper BUT suffice it to say that an
essential part of any discoveries would be Nazca like line systems on Mars. Were the Nazca
lines used for interstellar communications but also used for interplanetary communications
during a time when Mars had atmosphere and oceans that were more recent than the fairy tale
“billions of years ago” fabrication without basis that comes from Tier 2 NASA sources?

OTHER SIMILAR LINE SYSTEMS AROUND THE WORD – SOUTH AFRICA & ETHIOPIA
Nazca and Palpa Peru is not the only place on the planet with line systems. Ethiopia has similar
extensive line structures that also represent the same fractal antenna designs. In Ethiopia
however they are associated with water dams and water systems. This is odd since some of the
interpretations of the Nazca lines associate them with water sources. Could it be that the
antenna complexes somehow depended on water? Could it be that their operation depended
on water? This is something that future researchers must take into consideration.
In addition to the line complexes there are associations with architectures that span the globe.
One of the best sources of information that I have found on the topic of ancient similar
worldwide architectures and civilizations is on a youtube video series called “Survivor 22”
complete with detailed close up aerial views of the many sites as well as detailed analysis of the
building sites around the world. I can only concur that there has been a concerted effort to
destroy the true history of the world and that a super race of blue eyed Caucasians were at the
forefront of early development. I have spent a number of radio shows and space on my web
page talking about the most central figure in all of Mayan mythology and culture named
(erroneously) Chac Mul who is a Scandinavian 6 foot tall character with fringed moccasins who
sets in the middle of the most important temples of the Mayan ruins and likewise I have found
in remote areas of the Yucatan Jungle. He is SO out of place in a land where less than 4 foot
tall was the average not to mention the staple Mayan head profile with overly long extended
shapely noses. The story from all the races of the world was that a super race of blue eyed
Caucasians came and gave technology and knowledge to the various civilizations.
After completing this treatise I encourage you to explore the references in the appendices
including watching the entire hour plus video referring to the Ethiopian sites and worldwide
architecture and listen intently to the message that there has been an underlying effort to
erase our true history. As we build it piece by piece we have to rebuild our educational system
as well, something I am continuing to work on in the background.
Another structure that lacks explanation is known as the “Black Spirals” in South Africa (see
picture next page). They are also clearly fractal antenna patterns. In fact, the spiral is one of
the most modern used fractal designs since it is easy to duplicate and its properties are well
know relative to transmission and receiving. Other countries where fractal antennas have been
found in my study besides Ethiopia is Zimbabwe which oddly enough associates its related rock
architecture circular calendars with the planet Venus as do the Mayans.

BLACK SPIRALS – SOUTH AFRICA – PURELY FRACTAL ANTENNA ARRAY

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IN AN ANCIENT WORLD
There is a modern myth surrounding places like NASA and government funded science or places
like Silicon Valley that we are a super advanced civilization and that all ancient peoples were
next to primitive savages with no knowledge of our modern technologies. The reality is that for
example the pharmaceutical industry depends heavily on natural “healing” agents from which
they re-create in the laboratory the same compounds that nature has already developed. In
many cases their drugs do not work so they literally include (without any required labeling) the
natural homeopathic compounds that they work so hard to prevent from being sold on the
market as healing medicinal cures.
The ancients demonstrated many aspects of empirical knowledge that we do not understand
today. As in the case with the Inca and Pre-Incas modern man continually dismisses their
knowledge that was obviously superior to our “modern western” knowledge in more than
many ways. When the glossy magazine Scientific American stated that the Nazca lines could
easily have been made in a few days by primitive means it was promoting the work of someone
who was saying the desired results … that the Nazca lines were no big deal and you can all go
home and not think about it anymore.
But Scientific American was making a big assumption … that the reason for building them also
was based on some primitive superstition not worth your time or attention. Now that the real
reason for the Nazca Interferometer Fractal Antenna Complex is known, they will certainly
ignore this as they are part of a larger ivory tower syndrome that assumes that we are modern
and smart and all indigenous people were at best mildly intelligent but in their own primitive
barbaric way.
Advanced technology in a primitive world brings up an interesting set of questions. Take for
example the sails of the ocean going primitive Polynesian boats. They were the reverse of the
modern high aspect ratio Marconi sailing rigs. The modern sails are large at the bottom and
narrow to a point at the top. The modern rigs however are prone to tipping in heavy gusty
winds. The Polynesian sails on the other hand had the larger part at the top and when the
wind blew hard the sail would dump the air out the top and never tip over. The Polynesians
successfully populated the vast expanses of the Pacific Ocean with a sail that according to
modern sail design could not work.
There are constant references to flying devices in ancient records but any interpretation of
these is greeted with disgust from the intellectually high brow academic community which rules
the publication of material and prevents the dissemination of new ideas since it does not fit
into their already holy grail knowledge system. This has given rise to a psychological trait
known as “The Professor Syndrome” … if I did not say it then it cannot be true. Medical science

has even identified an enzyme that is produced in the human brain when information is
presented to it that is contradictory to what we already believe which effectively shuts off the
brain. You can see this when discussing new ideas with someone who has a tradition at stake.
This filters down into the public domain so that western man believes he is living in the most
advanced culture the world has ever seen (after all that is what you are taught when you go to
college and get that expensive degree). In the case of the Nazca antenna complex, like the
Egyptian pyramids, if you asked the most eminent and knowledgeable engineering companies
in the world to design and build such a device they would not be able to do it.
The Nazca antenna complex was not built at one time but was added to in phases. So the
newer designers had to not only know what had already been built, but had to adapt the new
designs to work in harmony with the pre-existing designs. Later designs tended to be more of
the linear dipole antenna variety (some appearing to some as “landing strips” although they
would not serve anyone’s purpose as a landing strip). Now that the real reason for the designs
is understood a new importance has to be ascertained relative to the order in which the newer
designs were added to the complex. Were they attempting new lines of communication with
different equipment? Were they targeting different alien races or different star systems? Or
were they simply trying to build antennas that could be heard by aliens in the near solar system
area, or another planet used as a base such as Mars?
The simple fact remains that these are highly complex designs not reminiscent of primitive
indigenous cultures. They in fact are products of a fanciful highly advanced culture that was
literally playing games with our “modern” minds thousands of years before we became
“intelligent”. Instead of traditional antenna designs they created fractal designs based on over
70 individual species, many of which did not even exist in the Nazca area. As already
mentioned the Spider species only is found in the Amazon jungle 1500 kilometers away. The
Seaweed and Whales have details that would suggest they had extensive experience in the
ocean hundreds of kilometers away and there is no evidence of sea faring craft or even minor
coastal fishing abilities.
The “Heron” was not indigenous to the desolate dry Nazca area as is the case for the “Pelican”.
Something just seems to lack the sure primitive “simplicity” and “ease of construction” alluded
to in the Scientific American rendition of the Nazca Lines. They were more interested in
writing it off as a no brainer so no one would ever think about it again rather than attributing
the immensity and sheer difficulty of maintaining the line edges perfectly straight for
kilometers over the surfaces that are not flat and which slope at varying angles (a task virtually
impossible to direct from a distant mountain vantage point). A whimsical stroll in the plains by
a few unemployed indigenous folks who had nothing better to do is NOT the story at all. Even

without the Fractal Antenna discovery they are an immense complex perfected by a very
advanced construct … beyond modern perceptions.
We have to take a closer look at advanced technologies as implemented in primitive cultures.
As another example in my book “Atlantis to Tesla – The Kolbrin Connection” I discuss the
legends and reality of ancient Atlantis and the possibility that their central electrical
concentrator of the central city (in the South China Sea) connected electrically to the vertical
electric field to the ionosphere would also have supplied them with currents and magnetic
fields to allow electro-magnetic propulsion systems to launch them into outer space. They did
not need modern transistors nor integrated circuits or computers to do any of this. Once
again our idea that our “modern” way is the only way is simply false.
Advanced technologies can be understood in an empirical manner and our complex analysis
based on advanced mathematics simply allows us benefits but the lack of them would not
preclude the “primitive” peoples the ability to use the same technologies. In fact they may
have been far more advanced than we ever give them credit including space travel for the
common man. Since we have no record of this we can hardly dismiss it as impossible. The
simple fact that the Nazca Palpa lines were constructed as an extremely complex antenna array
whose sole intended purpose was to communicate with beings OFF OF THIS PLANET is
testimony enough to overturn everything we think we know about the past and the history of
the human race, especially when it comes to the topics of space travel and inter-stellar
communications. By definition of the term “alien”, the Nazca Palpa lines were meant to
communicate with aliens … again something with all our modern technology we are just
beginning to scratch the surface.
Another of my books “The Diamond Principle” analyzes earth’s population from a vantage point
a few hundred years into the future. The second half of the book provides a road map for the
human race that we must follow if we are to succeed as a species prior to the next celestial
catastrophe that would drive us back into a cave age or ice age and from which we would have
to completely rebuild again from scratch if the human species even survived at all. Every day
you spend driving your SUV up and down the road working that 40 hour a week “job” is another
day that the human race is driven closer to extinction.
The Nazca culture was at least striving for the stars. They had an identity which is totally lacking
in our “modern” society in which we are apparently satisfied to wait 30 years for NASA to put a
man on Mars, effectively using up all our space resources and preventing us as a species from
getting the large numbers of people into space that would be needed to preserve the species.

LOST CIVILIZATIONS – WHO BUILT THE NAZCA PALPA ANTENNA COMPLEX AND WHY ?
There are five scenarios that come to mind when imagining who built these remarkable
technically complex structures. I will give them below. You can be the judge as to which you
think is best. I am a scientist and depend on real data to make decisions, and since there is no
real data available we can only speculate. Someday possibly there will be a real discovery that
will shed some light on the origin. Note that modern archaeologists believe that the Palpa Line
complex was created prior to the more famous Nazca line complex. Once again this is
speculation based on good interpretation of observations BUT new information could change
that and other concepts over night.
When the Spanish explorers queried the local population about the origin of the Nazca Lines
the people stated that they were built by people prior to the Incas. But one might take
“people” with a grain of salt. Remember that under 200 meters of water in Lake Titicaca there
are ruins of an ancient lost civilization that predated the Incas. I have a hard time believing
archaeologists when they put dates on anything. I have seen it firsthand how as new artifacts
are being unearthed at a site, the archaeologists are stating “oh that is from the such and such
period”. In the case of the Nazca Palpa lines there is literally NO information that is reliable.
Given that short introduction, here are my five scenarios for who built these complex antenna
systems and why. Note that scenarios # 1 and 2 deal with indigenous populations building the
systems whereas #s 3, 4 and 5 have alien races building the antenna complexes for various
reasons. I have brainstormed for other alternative solutions but all take the base form of one
of the 5 scenarios.
1) Designed and created by an advanced human indigenous people who believed that
there were extraterrestrial beings to contact and believed they knew also where (what
star systems) to send and receive signals. In any case they had to have had advanced
knowledge of atmospheric electricity, electromagnetism, fractal antenna design and
engineering, interferometer design, metallurgy, characteristic frequencies of tuned
antennas, as well as many other technologies that we typically associate with modern
electrical engineering (at least an empirical working knowledge the type of knowledge
we find in other fields such as pharmaceuticals which was very common amongst
primitive peoples). Their knowledge of antenna design was equal to that of modern
man. In this first scenario they would not have had any alien contact, but only had
knowledge that would have led them to build these complex antenna structures in
hopes of contacting aliens. In that case the figures would have served a dual purpose …
once the aliens came and started looking for whoever was sending the signals they
would eventually lock in visually on the figures and recognize this as the location of the
sending civilization.

2) Scenario # 2 is the same as scenario # 1 except the indigenous peoples would have had
contact with extraterrestrials from other star systems and possibly learned how to make
the antennas from the visitors. The earthlings would have had ongoing
communications with alien beings with a set protocol and “language”.
3) The Antenna complex was created by alien visitors for the sole purpose of instructing us
where to look for other intelligent life in the near galactic region when we as a species
developed the technologies to identify and interpret the antenna complex. We are in
fact beset with that quandary now. NASA, SETI and other telescope search efforts are
looking for earthlike planets in other star systems where there could be life and in fact
intelligent life. But they have been using the wrong search criterion. They incorrectly
assumed that the presence of water would signal a region where life would develop,
however, with recent comet studies it is now known (as predicted by my Plasma
Discharge Comet Model) that water is an extremely common molecule in outer space
and is not a tracer for a place where you might find intelligent life. But the Nazca Palpa
antenna systems would be like the monolith in Stanley Kubrick’s movie 2001 where it
was left by an ancient alien race to start beaming our presence to the universe once we
became space faring as a species. The present discovery of ancient large scale
interferometric fractal antenna arrays certainly predates any of the official work being
done today regarding the topic of Search for Intelligent Life (SETI) or “contact”.
4) The antenna system was built by a marooned stranded alien race in a last ditch effort to
“phone home” in a desperate plea to be saved. They may have solicited indigenous
people to help to build the antenna systems. Whether they were in fact saved or not is
unknown. They may have been saved OR they may have remained to be the precursors
to some of the current population of planet earth.
5) Scenario # 5 is similar to #3 except that we have to discover exactly how the antenna
complex works and how the signaling method works to in fact contact the alien races
waiting in nearby star systems to hear our entry into space as a species vying for survival
in the great universal unknown.
Clearly we have a lot of work to do. New discoveries usually are accompanied by just that, a
larger plate to fill than existed previously. Getting over the past ignorance of the true history
of the human race is just the first step.

THE ARRIVAL OF THE SPANISH
Although I personally do not see the Nazca line troughs as being filled with solid wire made of
pure gold, it was my first thought when I came to the realization that these were ancient
antenna designs. If they were filled with gold it would be an easy conclusion that every shred
of it was stolen by the Spanish. They however would also have destroyed the lines created by
the heathen pagans as they did with everything else they touched. That in fact may have been
one of the intentions of the creators … to make them only visible to someone in the air. The
fact that this is what happened in reality should be another tribute to the designers. They saw
to it that no intermediate opportunists ignorant of modern values would plunder them for
petty booty.
In reality, at least according to the single existing chronicle of Pedro Cieza de Leon, the Spanish
mistook the Lines for mere paths in the desert sand, something used for primitive peoples to
carry their crops to market or some such trivial pursuit. The Spanish were all over Latin
America. It is hard to imagine the immense destruction dealt to an entire continent in such a
short time with a limited number of opportunists on horseback. Certainly they were more than
busy. But it is my opinion that the wire in the trough is not what was there nor was it part of
the design. At this point I am simply putting out options.
Another aspect of the arrival of the Spanish is that the Inca leaders destroyed much of their
hidden knowledge lest it fall in the hands of the barbarians from the east and be used for
nefarious purposes. As far as 1570 A.D. the Inca Emperors resided secretly in Machu Picchu
and other hidden enclaves that were not yet discovered by the Spanish. When the inevitable
drew nigh, as the Inca hierarchy finally knew that the day would come when the invaders would
discover their seats of knowledge and plunder all in sight, they meticulously hid all of their
treasures and in a final ceremony burned the thatched roofs of Machu Picchu and left into the
jungle never to return.
One of the dreams of every treasure hunter is to discover the lost Inca Treasures. But besides
gold and other booty, what was their secret knowledge? What secrets were buried in the
Peruvian jungle or completely destroyed that would tell us how to use the Nazca Palpa Antenna
systems and to whom they were talking. One of the greatest crimes of history took place at the
hands of the exalted conquistadores, not the lease of which was the wholesale destruction of
the art work of the Inca, Maya and Aztecs. Were they in contact with aliens or did they know
more about our possible alien past than the “modern” Europeans? Were there blond haired
blue eyed human races from another star system that had guided them for centuries but who
left as the European onslaught began? This is one of the huge unknowns of history.

WHO ARE WE? AND WHAT IS OUR TRUE HISTORY?
At this point in history, “science” has been grappling with the possibility that there has been
alien contact or even that we are partly descended from aliens. The pursuit is complicated by
the fact that there is a great deal of information that is being hidden from the public by the
higher levels of governments and their pawn scientists in the military.
The discovery of the Nazca Palpa Interferometer Fractal Antenna complex adds a whole new
dimension to the discussion. At a time when primitive man was struggling to control simple
camp fires and crude pottery, a highly advanced set of artifacts were placed intentionally in one
of the remotest parts of the planet. They were placed there for us to find. Their design was
meant to send us into orbit literally. They include animals that are not from the area and that
only an advanced civilization would know to put as a signal that these were not the product of
primitive bumpkins with a few extra hours on their hands, like the Spider whose species is only
found deep in the Amazon jungle 1500 kilometers away. Not only would it take an advancing
species like our own to recognize “species” and have them categorized, but also to identify this
particular spider as unique to another area extremely remote from the area at hand. To date
the only efforts to “peer review” the attempts at explanation have been to minimize the area
into something that anyone could have done with no problems at all. The reality is that we
have absolutely no concrete information on who built them or when or why.
The designs were made for one purpose only. They were designed to signal “someone” not on
this planet and apparently on another star system. Their counterparts in Ethiopia were
likewise made by an unknown race. The designs are so complex that it will take possibly
decades of complex computer analysis to decipher their intended pointing directions and
targeted positions in the stars not to mention the intricate connections between networked
individual antennas. Surely we are in for some future surprises. Below is a view from space.

CATASTROPHIC HISTORY OF EARTH AS A FACTOR
Standard science has also suppressed the information that we have been sent back to the cave
ages. This is part of what I call tier 2 fairy tale science. It started long ago by those who
believed that science was too complex for the general public and that the poor illiterate public
could at best just learn general results at the awe inspiring hands of the “experts”. Part of their
message was that you should not worry because celestial catastrophes were rarer than hens’
teeth. Eventually they realized that earth had experienced such catastrophes but then limited
it to simple collisions with small passing asteroids or tiny comet nuclei.
The reality that I have discovered with my work dealing with the Plasma environment of outer
space is that very large comets (the size of Jupiter or even larger) have repeatedly passed near
earth (with no collision necessary) and greatly affected it by what I call “Action at a Distance”.
If the Nazca Palpa and/or the related Ethiopia line complexes were built prior to a physical pole
shift then that would change everything since the intended pointing directions would be
changed. Even without any such changes we are still beset with the earth’s precession that
has noticeable effects over periods of thousands of years. The estimates of creation of the
Nazca line systems range from 1500 BC to more current even AD dates. These are sometimes
based on measurements like carbon dating while others are more subjective. At best we have
absolutely no real data that would indicate when the line complexes were built. I know there
are academicians who would care to differ, however there is no 100% concrete real data to
date the structures.
This is further complicated by the fact that whoever designed them was someone with a skill
set completely foreign to the groups that have been attributed as the source. If they had such
a skill set then it is certainly not apparent. So suffice it to say that we really do not have a clue
who designed these. As with many ancient artifacts, indigenous groups lived amongst them
only attributing them to prior groups but not really knowing anything about them. In the
ignorance of modern classification and with completely insufficient information, dates have
been put on paper but the reality is that we do not know who built them, when they were built
or the true purpose other than to signal and/or receive signals from other star systems.

ACCURATE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING AND ANAYSIS OF THE NAZCA ANTENNA ARRAYS
One of the known issues of the Nazca Palpa complex is the lack of accurate topographic data.
This may change in the near future, but current information is not adequate given the new
requirement that we have exacting topographic information relative to the various individual
and networked antennas in the complex. Only a small change in a slope or position would
possibly have a significant effect on the end result. Antenna dynamics are extremely
complicated. Take for example the radiation pattern of a single antenna. There are peaks and
dead spots. Sometimes just a few degrees would make a large difference. Now couple these
into a complex antenna array through the “hubs” that connect certain of the antennas and the
problem becomes immensely more difficult.
Secondly and most importantly, I have yet to find a single accurate map of the area. It seems
that liberties are always taken in the layout of the patterns and lines that take away from their
accuracy. Lines have been lost due to newer constructs and have to be reconstructed to
reconnect the original intended networks. In an antenna where millimeters will make a
difference, one cannot make “estimates” nor have drawings that are far from accurate. The
Nazca Palpa “plains” are not really plains but undulate over a 200 square kilometer area with
some figures on completely different plateaus than others.
That is why I am not offering “solutions” at this point. It is premature and it will take expert
analysis many years of work to begin to decipher the problem. Once again this is a tribute to
the designers. The fact that they took a whimsical approach as if playing with our minds is
truly awesome. By creating highly technical antenna arrays using the shapes of monkeys,
spiders and birds mixed with what we now know are fractal antennas allows us in a sense to
communicate with their makers. We can imagine the humor they saw in creating and using
these playful structures, thousands of years before man emerged into the “space age”.

COMPLETING THE NAZCA ANTENNA COMPLEX AND SIGNALLING ALIEN STAR SYSTEMS
THE TECHNOLOGIES NECESSARY FOR COMPLETING THE COMPLEX
At least 6 different antenna types have already been identified. With enough work we will
discover the directions and possibly the natural frequencies meant to be used in the designs.
Then we will have to be sure of the star systems that are to be targeted and possibly
somewhere hidden in the designs are intrinsic clues that will let us understand the cycles of
planets around other stars.
On this topic let us examine our very own planet earth. There are parts of the heavens that are
only visible during certain short times of the year using visible light. Radio telescopes offer a
different scenario as you can signal and receive during the daylight hours. But other factors
block our ability to see certain parts of the sky even with radio telescopes. When the sun or
even planets like Jupiter are in a certain sector of the sky, we cannot send or receive radio
signals in those directions.
So imagine we are signaling a star system where aliens reside who are eagerly awaiting our
signals. But we are signaling and signaling with no apparent results. So we go away and
determine that our chosen star is not a viable target. Just then they come out of the radio
dead zone and determine that we have yet to achieve an advanced civilization state. The point
is that we not only have to consider our own factors on planet earth, but many factors many of
which we have no idea how to determine.
To complete the antennas we have to define the conductors that will carry the signals,
determine how to send the signals and what frequencies are intended. We have to determine
the pointing directions and the levels of power and sources of power to make them work as
intended. For this I am suggesting we build mini systems (another future chapter) when we
have sufficient topographic and other details. Another effort would be to build example sites
in areas adjacent to the Nazca Palpa lines areas (certainly preserving the lines areas at all costs)
as there is a great deal of open desert of the same nature in the area. These are all projects
that have merit but as with climbing Mount Everest or going to Mars, there are constraints and
good planning will save lots of time
Then there is the concept of whether we should be signaling alien stars in the first place. This
leads into the next chapter.

THE SEARCH FOR INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE AND THE DRAKE EQUATION
Modern searches and research regarding what is known as SETI are underway and some even
have predicted that within a few years they will make contact with extra solar system intelligent
life. It is certain that someone thousands of years ago may have beat us to the mark. There is
a famous equation created by Frank Drake known as the Drake equation. Its intent is to
multiply factors into a product including all the percentages and possibilities that contribute to
the existence of life in the universe.
With this astronomers make estimates including the possibility that we will eventually contact
other inter-stellar races. But I have added another factor that I call “The McCanney Factor”. It
amounts to the following. If a race becomes space faring and begins to enter what one should
perceive to be a very dangerous place with potential “bad races” abounding and ready to take
us over and subjugate or kill us and take all of earth’s resources, any intelligent species would
never in a million years send signals at random. It is really a very bad idea.
Take for example the Mayans, Incas or Aztecs sending a signal across the ocean inviting the
waves of opportunists to come sooner than they would have otherwise decided on their own.
In anyone’s book, it would have been a bad idea. So the “McCanney Factor” is zero. Multiply
all the other factors of the famous Drake Equation together, then at the end multiply by the
McCanney Factor and you get a big fat GOOSE EGG. So I would estimate that the possibility of
receiving from the stars signals of intelligent life is nothing more than zero.
BUT, given the antenna arrays left for us on the Nazca Palpa plains, one is left with an entirely
different set of parameters. Someone left them for us to use. They left them for us to know
specifically who they are and where they are once we decipher the hidden information in the
antenna complexes. And furthermore, we can easily surmise that if they had intentions of
coming and killing us all and looting all of our resources, they certainly could and would have
done that already. So it is now necessary to take the ongoing SETI programs with a grain of salt
and recognize that it is not only a potentially futile endeavor, but that we should be seriously
cautious about sending any signals into the great beyond. The discovery of the Nazca Palpa
Antenna complex changes everything we know and plan about SETI and first contact because
literally we have already been contacted.

SCALE MODELS OF THE NAZCA ANTENNA COMPLEX – 3D PRINTING
Once we obtain an accurate mapping of the antenna complex it will be relatively simple
exercise to reproduce the entire complex in a real metallic replica using 3-D printing. We will
be able to check theoretical models with a real world model before pursuing full scale models in
adjacent areas on the ground at the Nazca plains. Of course we will never disturb the originals
as the entire measurement process will be done from the air with high altitude high resolution
surveying photography. Although I personally do not have a degree or certificate in surveying,
much of my life has been spent in remote sensing and on site surveying of everything from
dense forest regions to the surveys of Mayan ruins. For example in the winter of approximately
1998 and again later I spent a number of weeks surveying the Mayan sites of the Yucatan
Chiapas Quintana Roo areas of south eastern Mexico with the old fashioned non-GPS “transit”
surveying scope including shooting with stellar alignments. These included Chichen Itza,
Mayapan, Palenque, Uxmal and Tulum amongst other sites.
This venture convinced me that what we call the modern Mayan cities were in fact built on an
older grid work that used a different North Pole than the one we see today as its reference of
primary directions. Chichen Itza for example is 13.5 degrees off of true north. Why would a
culture build an astronomically based city on the incorrect grid system? Not only was the main
pyramid misaligned but the entry gate to the west and surveying markers I located far out in
the jungle to the old south direction. It would be the equivalent for example today if we had a
severe physical pole shift (at the hands of a large passing comet nucleus) that destroyed our
society and a later surviving civilization unwittingly rebuilt their city from the rubble on the old
grid based on prior North South East West grid. The result is that in the above mentioned
cities, key structures are based on an older grid system that all point to a prior North Pole
position that is in what is now southern Ontario just north of the current state of Michigan. All
of the cities vary slightly according to their latitude and longitude but individually when these
old survey lines are mapped they cross exactly where I have stated. This corresponds with the
fact that what we call the “Laurentian Ice Shield” was centered on this old north pole and did
not extend into what is now Siberia which was a more temperate climate with thousands of
temperate climate mastodons and wooly mammoths roaming the vegetation rich plains.
Regarding the pointing directions and the possible effects of a prior physical earth pole shift on
the Nazca Antenna complex, I already discussed these issues in a prior chapter. We have to
start with the assumption that the Nazca lines complex has not been affected by such a shift.
But back to the topic of reproduction of the Nazca Palpa Lines (and also those of Ethiopia) the
first step is the recreate them complete with accurate topographic data in a scale model. With
sensors and equipment we can measure the various antenna signatures and start to get an idea
of the complexity and variables inherent in the hundreds if not thousands of antenna arrays.

Appendices / References /Additional materials
The following general searches were pulled on the internet – it appears that the search results
are not only person dependent but also depends on the device you are searching with such as a
cell phone, tablet or computer. Mouse copied results are found further below. These are used
as “fair use” to prevent them from being changed as in the case of Wikipedia which has a
history of postings BUT which we have consistently found that they edit and even erase the
history logs, thus the materials have been archived as part of my preparation for this release.
“Detailed maps nazca lines”
“Detailed diagrams nazca lines”
Note that you will get different results depending on the device you use. I found that the Smart
Phone and Tablet results showed hundreds of pictures and diagrams of the Nazca Palpa
Complex and if you click on any one individually you will get more variety. Although this is all
useful for demonstration there is literally no detailed information (as noted in the chapter on
topographic mapping) to accurately rebuild a 3-D model sufficient to model the exact antenna
characteristics.
THE FOLLOWING YOU TUBE VIDEO IS A MUST WATCH - https://youtu.be/lWIHOMgJqgo
At approximately minute 46 is where the Ethiopian equivalent of the Nazca Lines begins
Note that the Ethiopian lines are constructed in exactly the same manner as the Nazca Palpa line
complex and include lines and primarily spirals which are common in the Nazca Palpa complex … the
spiral is a common form of fractal antenna design
The following references are to a web page that is EXCELLENT for antenna design and if you have time is
worth following all the links. The first link is the main page and the second link goes into fractal antenna
design. As you can see antenna design is a complex area of electrical engineering.
http://www.antenna-theory.com/
http://www.antenna-theory.com/antennas/fractal.php
The following is one of the excellent sites regarding mapping of the Nazca Complex
http://www.tboeckel.de/EFSF/efsf_ps/nazca/gesamt_e.htm
there are many other sites that I have saved but too numerous to mention and post here … part of this
release was to document and archive everything available on the Nazca lines to prevent “updates” of
“prior knowledge” by those interested in resolving the mystery of the Nazca Palpa and other Lines … I
have these archived and dated for posterity

Example Intensity (Gain) Signature Graph of Simple Hybrid Dipole Antenna
Antenna design is one of the most complex areas of electromagnetic theory. Note that we may
view antennas as capable of transmitting and receiving in all directions but this is not the case.
My weekly commercial free radio show for example is transmitted from one of four 100,000
watt transmitters situated on a hill outside of Nashville, TN. Although it is heard worldwide,
there are small pockets of dead spots in the near USA where no matter how good your receiver,
you simply cannot hear the program. This is a reality of radio antennas. Below is an example
of a simple hybrid Dipole (linear antenna). These consist of straight line antennas that are
crossed in various patterns. The Nazca Palpa complex has many (possibly hundreds) of these
types of antenna. You can see them clearly in the maps of the complex as they criss cross the
Nazca plains united in “hubs”. Some of them connect directly to the strange animal figures
linking them into complex Interferometer Antenna arrays. It seems clear also that they could
connect and disconnect certain antennas from the complex at will as they were powered from
the central hubs. They may have had a “Morse Code” type of communications protocol that
used pulsed atmospheric electricity with simple triggers or switches from the central hub
locations to transmit and receive complex messages to and from the intended alien stars.

Above is a simple crossed dipole antenna and below is the “field” pattern
The two linear antennas are connected electrically at the hub and provide a transmission and
reception pattern that is different from the simple single dipole antenna. This is the simplest
hybrid antenna design. The following diagram is of the “gain” or intensity pattern of this type
of antenna. There is another table below which indicates the “frequency response” showing

that this antenna design is frequency dependent. It is useful at various frequencies and is not
viable at other frequencies. All of this is part of Nazca antenna design of which there are
hundreds. The Nazca Palpa designers were far advanced over anything we are aware of today.

FIELD PATTERN OF SIMPLE CROSSED DIPOLE ANTENNAS @ FREQUENCY = 200 MHz
Note: this pattern changes depending on the frequency

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCY OF SIMPLE CROSSED DIPOLE ANTENNA

SPACIAL DEPENDENCY OF CROSSED DIPOLE ANTENNA
As mentioned previously it is far beyond the scope of this initial paper to go into the
complexities of antenna designs. The entire purpose is to establish the motive for the original
design and construction of the Nazca Palpa antenna complex (and other similar locations such
as the Ethiopian Antenna systems). If you leave this paper with full confidence of this fact then
you have obtained the first step in what is sure to be a long arduous series of studies both
theoretical and physical as we attempt to master the nature meant by the unknown civilizations
that created them. I could have filled volumes here quoting all the relevant antenna design
references BUT suffice it to say that they will be essential in the background work that is
already underway.

MORE PHOTOS OF THE MARIA REICHE MUSEUM

MARIA REICHE VAN SHE LIVED IN DURING HER DESERT STUDIES

AND FINALLY THE END – SEA FOOD OF LIMA PERU
IF YOU DO NOT GO FOR THE NAZCA LINES – AT LEAST GO FOR THE FOOD

